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Conference Round-up
"ACMAC conferences are truly unique - pure, cutting edge acupuncture
theory and practice. The conference always attracts the most awesome
bunch of people; innovative, caring and dynamic. Congrats to The
Association of Community and Multibed Acupuncture Clinics (ACMAC)
for another historic event"
We couldn't have put it any better ourselves - thanks Kath Berry!

This year's conference....
....came together beautifully - the
speakers brought the issues facing
https://us2.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=2806825

treated in their clinic in Gujarat, India
and we're delighted to have raised
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speakers brought the issues facing

and we re delighted to have raised

the wider acupuncture community
and made them completely relevant

Â£130 for them via our raffle. That
money will buy the clinic's first

to our community of multibed

electro-acupuncture kit - a worthy gift

practitioners. We were joined by

for an incredible project.

students, seasoned practitioners,
practitioners setting multibed clinics

And once again Paul Blacker

for the first time, patients, carers or

delivered a fantastically practical

patients and of course a wealth of

session - with his usual charm and

knowledge and expertise from the
acupuncture world.

exceptional experience shining
through. He gave such a in-depth

If you missed the conference and
haven't heard her speak yet you
have to check out what Mel HopperKoppelman has to say about
evidence-based acupuncture.
Google her, sign up to EBA-Connect,
register with Acupuncture
Professional ...just get yourself
immersed in the amazing world of
communicating acupuncture's
effectiveness with science.
And once we'd all been supercharged with confidence in
effectiveness of acupuncture Lara
McCLure planted us firmly in the
world of politics and how we are
perfectly positioned to tackle health
inequalities in this country. Making
acupuncture accessible and
affordable is a concrete way of
reducing the ever-increasing health
inequalities between rich and poor.
And how amazing to be creating
spaces where people from every
walk of life can come together for a
shared healing experience.
World Medicine brought a wonderful
set of films showing people being
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look at how to locate Ah Shi points not just where patients feel pain but
using our senses to feel and see
exactly where they are.
Both Andy Mappleback and Peter
Deadman generously gave their time
to promote an intense sense of wellbeing through the practice of QI
Gong and Gong Meditiation. This
practice really showed us just ow
important the cultivation of our own
energetic health is so important for
our practice as acupuncturists.
And the party! Sadly we're a bit
short on party photos so you'll have
to take our word for it - suffice to say
there was a lot of groovy dancing!
There wasn't a moment during the
weekend that wasn't spent learning
new things, sharing our experiences,
supporting each other or just
enjoying building our community.
The weekend was dynamic and so
very positive and is recommended to
anyone interested in multibed
acupuncture. Everyone is welcome
and we can't wait to see you all
again next year.
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Discounted access for
ACMAC members
ACMAC members can get
discounted access to EBA Connect. For just $49 (full price $79)
you can access a wealth of training,
videos and resources. Members can
contact info@acmac.net for a
discount code.

Yay we've got 700 likes!
Thanks to everyone who's liked and followed us on Facebook. Keep up the
good work and make sure you log in to see all the amazing pictures from this
year's conference. Visit HERE to show your support.

We don't do this enough...
so we just wanted to say a warm welcome to the
clinics and supporters who have joined ACMAC
this year. Hello to Mirijam Marx at Zen Zone in
Reading, Alison Savory at One Acupuncture in
Devon, Annette Lucas at 4 Good Health in
Sheffield and acupuncture students Caroline
Wansborough and Tessa Hodson.

2018 Membership
https://us2.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=2806825
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We will be contacting our members shortly with
information about next year's membership.
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